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When I was in junior high school, there was one person who struck fear in the hearts of every 

student.  There was nothing more terrifying, nothing you wanted to avoid more than being sent to 

the office of the assistant principal.  The truth is, I don’t even remember his name, and I can’t 

really picture his face.  But I remember with crystal clarity the wooden paddle that hung from a 

leather strap on the doorknob of his office.  When I was in junior high school, it was not only 

legal, but common for the school administrators paddle children as a form of discipline and 

punishment.  Like some medieval torture device, the paddle was about four feet long and had 

several holes drilled along the length of it that I assumed made it more aerodynamic as it was 

wielded against the bottoms of offending students.  This was the era when people actually 

believed that “if you spared the rod you spoiled the child.”   

I personally never got paddled…I was a pretty good kid.  But I was sent to the assistant 

principal’s office…maybe for a tardy, or for whispering to a friend in class.  I think that the 

reason I can’t picture the man’s face is that I spent the entire time staring at that paddle, 

wondering if I was going to be its next victim.  Anytime someone was sent to the office, the first 

thing that every other kid wanted to know when they returned to class was, “did you get 

paddled?”  No one ever wanted to admit it, but you could tell that the kids who returned to class 

with red watery eyes and a little bit shaken probably were. 

Imagine my horror to see in the Washington Post1 on Thursday an image of the paddle on the 

Op-ed page.  It seems that the paddle is back in style, at least in some states, as corporal 

punishment is experiencing a resurgence!  The paddle in the picture is exactly as I remember it.  

I googled that Parent Student Handbook of my school district back home, and was relieved that 

is said:  

“Staff members will not use unreasonable physical force or corporal punishment techniques, 

such as paddling or striking students, to enforce discipline.”2  

Ohio thankfully banned corporal punishment in schools in 2009.  Surprisingly though 19 states 

allow physical discipline to this day (don’t worry, Maryland is not one of them)!  I never 

spanked any of my children.  First of all, I couldn’t bring myself to lift a hand to them, no matter 

how much they may have aggravated me, disrespected me, or ignored a direct order.  I have 

never hit another human being, much less my own flesh and blood.  It seems to me that violence 

begets violence, and that if I hit my kids, I was somehow teaching them that this was an 

acceptable method of problem solving, expressing anger or disappointment.  I am not a pacifist, 

                                                             
1 https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/09/07/spanking-paddling-missouri-schools-corporal-
punishment-parents/ 
2 South Euclid-Lyndhurst City Schools, Student and Parent Handbook, Revised 2017 
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mind you; I realize that there are times when using physical force is appropriate…I just never 

considered those situations to ever occur between my children and me. 

Reading the parasha this morning in this light can be a jarring and uncomfortable experience.  

The ben soreir u’moreh, the so called “wayward and defiant son” of Deuteronomy chapter 21, 

who is executed for crimes that don’t even approach a capital offense…being hopelessly 

disrespectful or misbehaved, drinking or eating too much.  I can imagine how that behavior 

could be profoundly challenging, even hurtful and offensive.  But a crime punishable by death?   

We are certainly not the first readers of this episode to be troubled or challenged by it.  Our sages 

in the Talmud took great pains to make sure that a “wayward and defiant son” could never 

actually be executed…They ruled that if both parents did not look the same, speak in the same 

voice, and even be the same height, then case against the child could not stand.  The child had to 

have eaten a very specific amount of food, meat to be precise, to be considered a glutton, and 

consumed a precise amount of wine, Italian wine to be precise, in order to be considered a 

drunkard. If they drank French wine or Israeli wine, forget it.   A would-be “ben soreir u’moreh” 

had to be a certain age as well…not quite a child, but also not fully an adult.  And the list of 

qualifiers goes on and on.  In the end the rabbis proclaim: Ben soreir u’moreh lo haya v’lo l’atid 

lihiyot, there never was an actual wayward and defiant son who was executed, and there never, 

ever will be!3  The entire episode in the parasha is theoretical.  Drosh ve’kabbel s’char, the 

Talmud says,4 think about it, discuss it, analyze it, study it, probe it…that’s what it’s there for in 

Parashat Ki Tetzei.  But never consider acting on it. 

So, we can all breathe a sigh of relief. No kids are getting stoned.  But what can we glean from 

an episode like this that could possibly be relevant to our lives or our parenting. How can we 

drosh ve’kabbel s’char, interpret this scenario in any way that would be meaningful or 

advantageous? 

I learned early on in my adventures of parenting that presenting a united front when raising 

children is critically important.  The Mishnah states Haya aviv rotzeh v’imo ainah rotzah, aviv 

eino rotzeh v’imah rotzah eino na’aseh ben sorer u’moreh.  If both parents do not agree that a 

child should be charged as a “wayward and defiant son,” then they can not charge him.  In other 

words, the will and voice of each parent is of equal importance, and they have to come to a 

decision together about discipline, consequences, and next steps.  How profoundly relevant this 

is to parenting today.  Nothing good happens when a kid says, how come you said no but Abba 

said yes, or How come Ima said I could but you’re saying I can’t. The Talmud continues: Im lo 

hayta imo shaveh le’aviv b’kol…eineinu na’aseh ben soreir u’moreh.  If the voice of the mother 

is not identical to the voice of the father…you can’t have a ben soreir u’moreh.  Having an 

identical voice is not about each parent sounds, it’s about being on the same page.  It’s about 

‘speaking in the same voice’ when it comes to parental priorities and values.  No one parent gets 

more of a vote or more of a voice than the other. Sending mixed messages to kids mixes them 

up. Disagree in private, but parent in unison. 

The Talmud5 later says something extraordinary: Ben soreir u’moreh she’ratzu aviv v’imo 

limchol lo, mochlin lo. The parents may forgive their child for being a wayward and defiant 

                                                             
3 Sanhedrin 71a 
4 ibid 
5 Sanhedrin 88a 
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child, and then the punishment is automatically off the table.  The straightforward reading of the 

Torah implies that if a child displays these destructive behaviors then his parents must take him 

to the town elders to be punished according to the details in the parasha.  But the rabbis provide 

an off-ramp.  Forgiveness is always possible.  This is a beautiful message for the month of Elul.  

This is not to say that we should never reprimand or punish, or that children shouldn’t be held 

accountable for their mistakes.  Indeed Rabbi Abraham Twerski z’’l, a physician who also 

worked in addiction treatment said that tough love is sometimes required in certain cases were 

children are involved in dangerous and destructive behaviors.6 

But as the rabbis say, smol docha v’yamin m’karevet, one should push away with their left hand, 

and for them that mean the weaker hand, and draw close with the right hand.7  The drawing 

close, the restoration, the forgiveness should always be stronger than the arm of punishment.  We 

must discipline without hurting our children, without making them feel that they are bad people 

or that they have forfeited our love and affection because of trouble they’ve gotten into or 

mistakes they’ve made.  When we make forgiveness a possibility, the chances that a child will 

learn from those mistakes is exponentially greater.  Trauma occurs when the connection is 

severed, or the child feels that there is nothing they can do to make things right. 

Of course, the secret to successful parenting is figuring out when to speak and when to be silent, 

when to reprimand and when to refrain, when tough love is what’s called for and when it’s time 

to forgive, when we should create some distance with the left hand and when to draw closer with 

the right.  Nobody gets it right every time.  No parent makes perfect decisions or is perfectly in 

line with their spouse at every moment.  I hope that in this season of Elul and the Yamim 

Noraim, that this will be a time of reconciliation between parents and their children and children 

and their parents.  May we each do the best we can for our loved ones, and be forgiving each 

other’s frailties and imperfections. I pray that 5783 may be a year of reconciliation and love for 

you and your family. 

                                                             
6 Twerski, Rabbi Abraham, M.D. Living Each Week, p. 418 
7 Sotah 47a 


